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Physical aging and plastic flow are known to cause changes in the properties of
glassy polycarbonate (PC). Although the individual effects of physical aging and
plastic flow have been studied, the combined mechanical and thermal effects have
yet to be evaluated for PC at large plastic strains. This work is the first characteriza-
tion of the combined effects in PC of large plastic flow followed by thermal (phys-
ical) aging. To conduct this study, samples were prepared with different extents of
plastic compressive strain, up to approximately 50 % engineering strain, followed
by thermal aging up to 135 °C, with various aging times up to 6000 hours. These
samples were then studied by conducting Charpy impact, quasi-static single-edge
notched bending (SENB), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), dynamic me-
chanical analysis (DMA), and temperature-modulated DSC (TMDSC) tests.
The main content of this thesis is the description of the experimental setup and
its evaluation, and a preliminary study of the results. The Charpy impact, quasi-
static SENB, DSC, DMA, and TMDSC results are the first for PC at large plastic
flow in the glassy state followed by physical aging.
Charpy impact and quasi-static SENB tests provide information about crack
initiation and propagation, and were conducted on PC to study the effect on fail-
ure of plastic flow followed by physical aging. For these tests, samples were cut
with two orientations relative to the axis of the initial compression, labeled as TA
and TT samples. The first letter denotes that the sample is cut with its long axis
oriented transversely (T) to the axis of compression and the second letter denotes
the direction of crack propagation, either axial (A) or transverse (T) to the axis of
compression. Even though preliminary, this study shows a distinct anisotropic
characteristic to the sample response during failure, with a measurable effect from
both plastic deformation and from physical aging. As expected, the Charpy im-
pact results show that plastic compression increases the toughness while physical
aging has a large effect in increasing the brittleness. The quasi-static SENB tests
provide more detailed information, yet provide similar results.
DSC tests were performed on PC samples with plastic compressions up to 40 %
engineering strain followed by physical aging at 105 °C, 125 °C, and 135 °C for ag-
ing times up to 6000 hours, 700 hours, and 300 hours, respectively. A LabView pro-
gram was developed to calculate the relevant thermal parameters for these tests,
which has been adopted in the laboratory for studying all DSC results. The results
for the samples aged at 125 °C are presented in detail, showing the effect of both
plastic compression and thermal aging on a number of measures of the glass tran-
sition. Even though, in general, the effect of physical aging in uncompressed and
compressed samples show similar trends, plastic deformation did effect the short
and long term aging differently.
DMA and TMDSC tests were also performed on a large number of samples, but
are only briefly discussed in this thesis.
The goal of this preliminary work was to establish the effect of plastic defor-
mation followed by thermal aging, particularly for large plastic deformations. The
work suggests that in some measurements there is a clear difference between the
small and large plastically deformed samples, but that other measurements are
not affected by plastic flow at all. In particular, there is a substantial anisotropic
effect on fracture properties, which might be considered one of the most important
results of this work.
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11 Introduction
The current thesis is an experimental evaluation of the combined effects of large
plastic flow and physical aging in polycarbonate (PC). Even though the individual
effects of large plastic flow and of physical aging in PC have been evaluated and
studied, the combined mechanical and thermal effects have not yet been evaluated.
As such, this body of work is the first characterization of the combined effect of
large plastic flow and physical aging in PC.
The importance of both plastic flow and physical aging in PC is seen particu-
larly in the change in its toughness. It is well known that plastic flow increases the
toughness of PC [2] and that physical aging decreases it [3]. In this work the com-
bined effects of large plastic flow and physical aging are measured and reported
by several methods to characterize the material behavior, including toughness.
The main content of this thesis is the setup and evaluation of the experimen-
tal setups. Details of the sample preparation, plastic flow, and aging follow in the
next chapter. The remaining chapters describe the testing with individual chap-
ters for each testing method including Charpy impact, quasi-static single-edge
notched bending (SENB), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), dynamic me-
chanical analysis (DMA), and temperature-modulated DSC (TMDSC) tests.
The current study includes over 350 experiments on samples prepared with
different plastic deformations up to 50 % plastic strain in compression followed
by physical aging at elevated temperatures up to 135 °C for various amounts of
time up to 6000 hours. Preliminary results were obtained from Charpy impact,
quasi-static SENB, DSC, DMA, and TMDSC experiments performed on PC sam-
ples. These results are the first results for PC with large plastic flows combined
with physical aging.
21.1 Introduction to PC
PC is a popular engineering thermoplastic used in many applications. It is used in
commercial products such as water bottles, windshields, and protective eye wear.
This is due to the transparency of PC combined with its high fracture toughness.
For the same reason, PC also is used in military applications as transparent bullet-
proof and blast barriers.
All experiments in this paper were performed on PC with the trade name Lexan
distributed by Sabic Innovative Plastics (formerly GE Plastics). This PC is the result
of reacting bisphenol A (BPA) with carbonyl chloride. The chemical structure of
BPA-PC is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Chemical structure of Lexan polycarbonate. [1]
The properties of PC largely depend on its thermal and mechanical history. Fig-
ure 2 shows the enthalpy plotted verses temperature for a typical glassy material
without crystallization. When PC is cooled (A to B) to below the glass transition
temperature, it is in a glassy state which is a non-equilibrium state. As such, PC
below the glass transition temperature is in a non-equilibrium state and is mov-
ing towards its thermodynamical equilibrium. The process of moving towards
thermodynamical equilibrium is known as physical aging (B to C). During physical
aging, the properties of a polymer are changing, including the fracture properties.
These changes were studied first by Struik [4] in 1978. Since then many papers
have been devoted to measuring the properties of polymers and their physical ag-
ing, and several literature reviews and books have been published including those
3Figure 2: Enthalpy versus temperature for a typical glassy polymer. (Crystalliza-
tion not shown.)
by White [5], Grellman [6], Hodge [7], and Rahouadj [8]. Experimental results
on physical aging in PC are varied and include enthalpy relaxation measured by
DSC [9], secondary relaxation processes measured by creep and DMA [10], and
uniaxial tensile and compressive yielding [11]. Examples of experimental results
on physical aging in other polymers include structural modification measured by
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) [12], volume relaxation measured
by Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy (PALS) [13] and dilatometry [14],
and molecular mobility measured by DMA [15].
The properties of PC also depend on the mechanical history including elastic
or plastic deformations. There are several papers on the properties of PC dur-
ing and after deformation including modeling the effects of molecular orientation
with yielding measurements [16], measurement of dynamic mechanical properties
by DMA [17], enthalpy relaxation measurements during cyclic stress by DSC [18],
measurement and modeling of mechanical moduli by ultrasonics [19], and equi-
4librium stresses measured by cyclic uniaxial deformation [20].
In addition to the individual effects of physical aging and deformation, one
can study the combined effect. There are a number of papers that have studied
the properties of PC with a combination of small deformation and physical ag-
ing. Such papers include experiments for enthalpy relaxation measured by DSC
[21], molecular orientations measured by NMR and DMA [22], impact strength
measured by Izod impact tests [2, 23, 24], loss modulus curve measured by DMA
[25, 26, 27], and the response in torsion [28]. In many of these papers, the term
’rejuvenation’ is used to refer to the “removal” of aging. Mechanical rejuvenation
is a theory, first introduced by Struik [4], of the process of erasure of aging by me-
chanical deformations. However, this theory has come under criticism and now is
disputed widely as discussed in an extensive literature review by McKenna [29].
This thesis studies new results on PC with large deformations up to 50 % followed
by physical aging.
Plastic uniaxial compression creates anisotropy in PC. Since uniaxilly com-
pressed PC is anisotropic, the mechanical properties depend on the orientation
of the experiment with respect to the direction of compression. Therefore Charpy
impact, quasi-static SENB, and DMA experiments were performed on samples ori-
ented with the three principle directions parallel and perpendicular to the direction
of compression. Samples could not be prepared in one of these three orientations
for fracture experiments due to restrictions on the sample dimensions.
1.2 Experiments Conducted
The primary purpose of this study is to determine the effects of physical aging on
the fracture toughness of plastically deformed PC. The most direct fracture results
obtained in this study are from the impact and quasi-static SENB fracture exper-
iments. These experiments included Charpy impact and quasi-static SENB frac-
5ture tests. However, additional experiments were performed which will provide
supplementary data including DMA to measure the mechanical properties, DSC
to quantify the aging and thermal state, and TMDSC to separate the “reversing”
and “non-reversing” thermal signals at the glass transition. The primary results
presented in this thesis are from Charpy impact, quasi-static SENB, and DSC ex-
periments. In addition, preliminary experiments were performed with DMA and
TMDSC and are presented briefly in this thesis.
Preliminary results were obtained from Charpy impact, quasi-static SENB,
DSC, DMA, and TMDSC experiments performed on PC samples. These results
are the first results for PC with large plastic flows combined with physical aging.
Experiments were performed on PC samples with various amounts of plastic com-
pression up to 50 % followed by physical aging at elevated temperatures up to
135 °C for various amounts of time up to 6000 hours.
1.3 Related Work
In addition to the work contained in this thesis, the author performed experiments
and analysis for two subjects which are now published. Two papers have been
published on the modeling of anisotropy in PC due to compression as measured
by ultrasonic wave speeds [19] and the experimental evaluation of the equilibrium
stress in PC as measured by a new method using cyclic compression tests [20]. An
overview of these two papers is given in the following paragraphs.
The paper entitled Modeling the development of elastic anisotropy with plastic flow
for glassy polycarbonate [19] contains the measurement and modeling of elastic
anisotropy with plastic flow for glassy polycarbonate as measured by ultrasonic
wave speed tests. Figure 3 shows a summary of the performed tests on compressed
samples up to 40 % plastic strain. Figure 4 shows the measured and modeled lon-
gitudinal wave moduli at different plastic compressive strains for PC at room tem-
6Figure 3: Summary of ultrasonic testing: (a) original PC cylinder, (b) compressed
PC cylinder, (c) ultrasonic testing in the axial direction, (d) sample cut and ultra-
sonically tested in the transverse direction.
perature. As can be seen, the longitudinal wave modulus in the axial direction de-
creases while the longitudinal wave modulus in the transverse direction increases
with plastic compressive strain. The modeling of these two wave moduli fits the
experimental data well.
The paper entitled Experimentally evaluating equilibrium stress in uniaxial tests
[20] is a new method developed by Dr. Mehrdad Negahban to evaluate the equi-
librium stress in uniaxial tests. The method uses cycles of unloading and loading
to evaluate the equilibrium stress and associated tangent modulus and local Pois-
son’s ratio at equilibrium. Figure 5 shows a schematic of the evaluation of the
equilibrium stress from a single unloading and loading cycle. In this figure, if we
look at points on the unloading and loading that have the same slope (tangent
modulus) we can consider them to represent a point of equilibrium since the tan-
gent modulus has not changed even though the strain rate has changed sign. This
method assumes that the plastic strain does not change substantially in the loading
cycle. Figure 6 shows the equilibrium stress as a function of axial strain at equilib-
rium for PC at room temperature and at two loading rates. As can be seen in Figure
6, with increasing strain the equilibrium stress in compression first decreases and
then increases when the compressive strain is above 30 %. Also, the equilibrium
stress is found to be rate insensitive in both the experiments and modeling.
7Figure 4: Axial and transverse longitudinal wave moduli measured at different
plastic compressive strains.
Figure 5: Bottom: Schematic of the experiment to calculate the equilibrium stress
and the associated tangent modulus. Top: A typical plot of the tangent modulus as
a function of the axial stress in a cycle of unloading and loading for polycarbonate.
8Figure 6: Evaluated equilibrium stress from cyclic tests on PC at room temperature
and at two loading rates.
92 Materials and Sample Preparation
For the experiments conducted, two similar PC sources were used, 1 in (25.4 mm)
cylindrical rods and 1
2
in (12.7 mm) sheets. The cylindrical rods were obtained from
Sabic Innovative Plastics (formerly GE Plastics) with the product name Natural PC.
The sheets were obtained from a Regal Plastics (a distributor of Sabic Innovative
Plastics) with the trade name Lexan 9034. Figure 7 shows the sample preparation
procedure for the cylindrical rods and sheets. The cylindrical rods were used for
DSC and DMA experiments while the sheets were used for Charpy impact, quasi-
static SENB, and DMA experiments. The sheets and cylindrical rods were pre-
pared for experiments with different thermal pretreatments. The cylindrical rods
were annealed above the glass transition temperature in order to erase the thermal
history and remove any internal stresses. The sheets were not pretreated and were
tested as-received. With the exception of the thermal pretreatment, the sheets and
cylindrical rods were prepared for experiments in a similar manner as detailed in
the following sections.
2.1 Sample Preparation for DSC and DMA Tests from Cylindrical
Rods
The samples used for the DSC and some of the DMA tests were prepared from 1 in
(25.4 mm) cylindrical rods of PC. The cylindrical rods are composed of Lexan resin
which was extruded and air cooled. These samples were prepared with various
plastic compressions followed by different extents of physical aging.
In order to remove the thermal history and internal stresses resulting from the
extrusion process, the cylindrical rods were cut to 30 cm lengths and annealed
above the glass transition temperature at 150 °C for 2 hours followed by a water
quench to room temperature. The water for quenching was at room temperature.
10
The annealed 30 cm cylindrical rods then were cut to various lengths and uni-
axially compressed on a 20, 000 kN load frame to different final engineering strains
(approximately 0 %, 15 %, 25 %, 35 %, or 40 %), all with a final height of approxi-
mately 26 mm. An aerosol teflon lubricant was used to reduce friction between the
compression platens and the sample during compression. Shear slipping, crack-
ing, and non-uniform compression occurred in some samples, and this limited the
plastic compression to less than 40 %. Samples were inspected visually for a uni-
form compression and nonuniformly deformed samples were rejected. The range
of plastic compression between the compressed cylinders was ±3 % plastic strain
with a standard deviation of 1 % plastic strain.
The compressed cylinders were aged in an isothermal oven. Table 1 shows the
aging temperatures and aging times used in these experiments. The aging times
were chosen to be separated by approximately equal steps on a log scale since the
time scales needed to observe the property changes get exponentially longer as the
material approaches equilibrium. The range of aging times was chosen to depend
on the aging temperature. Aging temperatures closer to the glass-transition of
PC (145 °C) needed less time to reach equilibrium and thus had shorter maximum
aging times than the maximum aging times at lower temperatures.
2.1.1 DSC Samples
DSC samples were machined from the compressed cylinders using a lathe and pre-
cision saw. The sample masses ranged from 3 mg to 9 mg. The ideal sample mass of
5 mg balances a high signal-to-noise ratio and a low thermal response time for the
temperature control, as studied in [30]. Samples were cut to a nominal diameter of
6 mm and a nominal thickness of 0.15 mm to maximize the surface area for thermal
conduction and to get an appropriate mass of about 5 mg. Normally, a small ridge
from the cutting remained on the otherwise flat disk sample. This ridged section
11
Figure 7: Sample preparation procedure for samples from the two PC sources,
cylindrical rods and sheets.















Figure 8: Orientation of DMA samples cut from compressed cylindrical rods.
of the sample was removed with a razor blade to obtain a flat surface. The samples
were cleaned with ethanol and a towel and then wiped dry with another towel.
Detailed machining instructions are included in the Appendix. For aging times
less than 100 hours, the DSC samples were machined to the final dimensions from
the compressed cylinders and then aged. For aging times greater than or equal to
100 hours, the DSC samples were machined from cylinders which already were
aged.
2.1.2 DMA Samples
DMA samples were machined from the compressed cylinders using a saw and
endmill on a milling machine. DMA samples with nominal dimensions of 10 mm x
2 mm x 25 mm were machined from the cylinders with the long dimension (25 mm)
parallel to the direction of compression, as shown in Figure 8.
2.2 Sample Preparation for SENB and DMA Tests from Sheets
All the samples prepared from sheets were cut from 8 ft x 4 ft x 1
2
in (2.44 m x 1.22 m
x 12.7 mm) sheets with the trade name Lexan 9034. The sheets were extruded and
air cooled during the manufacturing process. These samples were used as-received
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without any thermal pretreatment. The sheets were machined into 80 mm x 12.7 mm
rectangular bars with two heights, 25.4 mm and 50.8 mm. These samples were com-
pressed to various plastic compressions followed by different extents of physical
aging (for SENB fracture and DMA experiments). The samples were compressed
uniaxially, aged, and machined to final dimensions.
The PC sheets initially were isotropic as indicated by measurements of ultra-
sonic waves along the different directions [19]. As a result, no particular attention
was given to the orientation of the initial undeformed samples with respect to the
orientation in the sheet.
The shorter samples (height of 25.4 mm) were not plastically deformed and
are the samples denoted here as 0 % compression. The taller samples (height of
50.8 mm) were compressed uniaxially on a 20, 000 kN load frame to two different
plastic engineering strains, approximately 25 % and 50 %. An aerosol teflon lubri-
cant was used to reduce friction between the compression platens and the sample
during compression. Shear slipping, cracking, and uneven compression occurred
in some compressed bars and this limited the plastic compression to less than 50 %.
The compressed bars were inspected visually for uniform compression and the
non-uniformly deformed bars were rejected. The range of plastic compression be-
tween the compressed bars was ±2 % plastic strain with a standard deviation of
0.5 % plastic strain.
The compressed bars were aged at 125 °C for various times. The aging was
isothermal and for 0, 20, 50, 100, or 300 hours at 125 °C, followed by an air quench
to room temperature.
After aging, the bars were machined to final dimensions for SENB testing. The
bars were machined into several 4 mm x 10 mm x 80 mm samples for testing in a
dynamic (Charpy impact) or quasi-static SENB configuration. Samples were ma-
chined from the bars in two of the three perpendicular orientations relative to the
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direction of compression. These orientations are shown in Figure 9. The three
orientations are labeled AT, TT, and TA, where the first letter denotes that the sam-
ple is cut with its long axis oriented either axially (A) or transversely (T) to the
axis of compression, and the second letter denotes the direction of crack propaga-
tion, propagating either axially (A) or transversely (T) to the axis of compression.
Each bar was machined into 2 or 3 samples each with dimensions 4 mm x 10 mm x
80 mm. The number of SENB samples depended on the original dimensions, extent
of compression, and sample orientation. To reduce the thermal differences during
short-time aging, some bars were machined to rough dimensions (5 mm x 12 mm
x 90 mm) before aging and then machined to the final dimensions (4 mm x 10 mm
x 80 mm) after aging. This difference in the sample preparation is assumed not to
affect the results. Detailed machining instructions are included in the Appendix.
Since the material is deformed plastically, samples cut along different directions
show different results [19] (i.e., the sample is anisotropic after plastic deformation).
In particular, we were interested in studying samples cut in three perpendicular di-
rections, along and perpendicular to the direction of compression. Unfortunately,
samples oriented along the direction of compression (AT) are difficult to prepare
because one would need to compress a very large sample in order to get a sample
80 mm long in the direction parallel to the compression. As a result, samples were
only prepared along the two directions (TT and TA) as shown in Figure 9.
DMA samples were machined from the separated halves of fractured Charpy
impact samples. The Charpy impact samples were obtained from the PC sheets.
It was assumed that the Charpy tests did not affect the properties of the two parts
relevant to the DMA tests. In this case, the sample thickness was reduced from
4 mm to 2 mm by using an endmill. These DMA samples are oriented in the two
orientations perpendicular to the direction of compression (TA and TT), as shown
in Figure 9, whereas DMA samples obtained from the cylindrical rods are oriented
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Figure 9: Labeling method for the orientation of cut fracture samples.
parallel to the direction of compression, as shown in Figure 8. Also, the DMA
samples obtained from the sheets (from Charpy impact samples machined from
the sheets) were not thermally pretreated whereas the samples obtained from the
cylindrical rods were thermally pretreated in order to erase the thermal history
and remove any internal stresses.
2.3 Comparison Between Sheets and Cylindrical Rods
There is a difference between samples obtained from the sheets and those from the
cylindrical rods, mainly the difference is the material source and its initial condi-
tioning. The difference in initial conditioning is that the sheets were not thermally
pretreated before compression and aging, while the cylindrical rods were.
Ideally, both sheets and cylindrical rods should have been thermally pretreated.
This thermal pretreatment was not done for the samples that were cut from the
PC sheets. Since thermal pretreatment is done to remove the thermal history and
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Figure 10: Comparison of DSC results from samples obtained from sheets and
cylindrical rods with 0 % compression. Both first and second (virgin) heating cycles
are shown.
relieve any internal stresses from the PC samples, this difference must be quanti-
fied before any comparisons can be made between samples from the two sample
sources (sheets and cylindrical rods).
As a starting point, DSC tests were performed on unaged samples obtained
from both the sheets and cylindrical rods which were subjected to different
amounts of plastic compression. Figures 10-12 show the DSC results for samples
from the sheets and from the cylindrical rods. The three figures show DSC re-
sults for samples with three plastic compressions, approximately 0 %, 25 %, and
40 %− 50 %.
As seen in Figures 10-12, the variations between the samples from the two sam-
ple sources with different thermal pretreatments are relatively small in DSC signals
compared to the range of heat flows and temperatures observed at the glass tran-
sition. There is a visible shift of the glass transition to higher temperatures by
approximately 1.5 °C for samples taken from the sheets (which were not thermally
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Figure 11: Comparison of DSC results from samples obtained from sheets and
cylindrical rods with 25 % compression. Both first and second (virgin) heating cy-
cles are shown.
pretreated). Data from the second heating cycle is referred to as the “virgin” data
because in these DSC tests, the second heating cycle looks as if the sample is un-
compressed and unaged. Since the virgin (second heating cycle) results for these
samples have nearly the same glass transition, this shift can be associated with a
material difference between the two material sources and not a difference in mate-
rial preparation.
Zurimendi [31] evaluated the differences between air cooled and quenched PC
samples in impact and DSC tests and found that the enthalpy peaks as measured
by DSC indicated no aging for both the air cooled and quenched samples, which
agrees with the results in this thesis. However, Zurimendi found that the state of
the internal stresses for the air cooled and quenched samples varied significantly
as measured by birefringence, and these internal stresses affected the observed
impact properties. Therefore, similar results should be observed in this thesis.
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Figure 12: Comparison of DSC results from samples obtained from sheets and
cylindrical rods with large plastic deformation. Both first and second (virgin) heat-
ing cycles are shown.
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3 Charpy Impact Experiments
3.1 Introduction
A Charpy impact test provides a measurement of the impact toughness of a ma-
terial. Approximately 100 Charpy impact tests were conducted on plastically de-
formed and then physically aged PC samples. As discussed in detail in Section 2.2,
these samples were first cut from as-received 12.7 mm PC sheets, plastically com-
pressed, and then aged. It is important to note that these samples were plastically
deformed without any thermal pretreatment.
A swinging pendulum is used in the Charpy test to initiate and propagate
cracking in a notched sample. Figure 13 shows a diagram of the Charpy test. The
pendulum is released from a known height (A); it rotates to the bottom position
(B); at the bottom the pendulum impacts a sample that is setup in single-edge
notched bending (SENB); and then the pendulum swings up to a final height (C),
which is recorded. The difference between the initial and final heights of the pen-
dulum and the pendulum mass are used to calculate the potential energy loss of
the pendulum, which is the primary measurement in a typical Charpy test.
The fracture energy is the amount of energy absorbed by the sample that frac-
tures, and in such a sample is equal to the potential energy loss of the pendulum.
The energy measured from a Charpy test is the sum of several components in-
cluding the energy to initiate a crack, propagate the crack, elastically and plasti-
cally deform the material around the crack and contact surfaces, and accelerate the
sample. As a result, the Charpy test provides a measure of these combined mecha-
nisms. Therefore, the objective of the Charpy impact tests presented in this chapter
is to observe the effects of combined deformation and aging on the impact fracture
energy of PC.
Previous work on the changes in the impact properties of PC with aging and
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Figure 13: Diagram of Charpy impact test. The hammer is released at A, swings to
B where it impacts the sample, and then continues to swing to a final height at C.
deformation include Ho [3], who did impact on PC with aging for various times at
temperatures ranging from 60 °C to 120 °C, and Thakkar [2], who did Izod impact
tests on PC which was cold worked and aged for various times at temperatures
ranging from 25 °C to 125 °C. These papers study aging in PC with little or no
deformation, while the results presented in this chapter study aging with small
and large deformations (0 %, 25 %, and 50 % plastic compressions).
3.2 Charpy Experimental Procedure
Charpy impact tests measure, in part, the energy required to initiate and propa-
gate a crack in a notched sample. The crack surface and the sound of the cracking
can be analyzed to determine the mode of failure, which in a rough sense can be
considered as ductile, ductile with crazing, brittle, and mixed modes. Ductile fail-
ure is characterized by fracture in shear. Brittle failure is characterized by fracture
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in tension. Crazing is a phenomenon which precedes failure in some cases and
is the expansion and coalescence of microvoids which initiates cracks under suffi-
cient load. Mixed mode failure occurs when the sample changes mode during the
cracking, normally from ductile to brittle. ASTM D6110 and ISO 179-1 standards
were used as guidelines for these experiments. Although modified for these tests,
the sample dimensions, loading setup, testing procedure, and data analysis were
taken from these standards.
3.2.1 Charpy Experimental Setup
For these experiments 4 mm x 10 mm x 80 mm samples were prepared from PC
sheets as discussed in Section 2.2. As shown in Figure 14, the samples were
notched until the final width of the remaining material was 8 mm. By notching
in this way, we partially eliminate the differences between samples with different
widths. The samples were notched with a hand-cranked Charpy sample notch-
ing machine (CEAST 6816). The notches were cut by consecutive cuts, first every
0.2 mm up to a depth of 1.8 mm and then every 0.05 mm to the final depth. The
final sample dimensions, loading orientation, and cracking orientation are shown
in Figure 14.
All Charpy experiments were performed on a non-instrumented Charpy im-
pact machine (CEAST 6545) with a 15J Charpy pendulum hammer (CEAST
6545.015) and Charpy supports (CEAST 6545.073). The total energy of the im-
pact hammer was 15J with a speed at impact of 3.7 m/s. The distance between the
supports was 40 mm.
The difference in the pendulum’s energy before and after the fracture is the
total energy absorbed in the impact. The energy transfer from the pendulum to
the sample during the impact is calculated from the difference in the starting and
ending heights, and is measured by a digital shaft encoder.
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Figure 14: Charpy sample and notch dimensions. Direction of crack propagation
is also noted.
The baseline energy loss for the Charpy machine was tested and recorded by
running the test without a sample. The baseline energy loss corresponds to the
error in the measurement due to air resistance, bearing friction, and other small
component losses. This energy loss is subtracted from the measured fracture en-
ergy of each sample, and over the duration of the experiments was constant at
0.03 J.
Before each set of experiments, three warm up tests were performed in order to
warm up the Charpy machine. These warm up tests were performed to allow the
pendulum to swing a few times and for the sensors and electronics to warm up.
The samples were mounted in the Charpy test frame as shown in Figure 15.
The notch was located on the opposite side of the hammer’s impact point and the
notch was centered between the two supports. The sample then was fractured
by the drop of the hammer. After fracture, the energy loss of the pendulum was
recorded from the machine. The mode of failure was recorded as either brittle, duc-
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Figure 15: Setup of Charpy tests.
tile, ductile with crazing, or mixed-mode and was determined by examining the
crack surface. Some samples did not fracture into two pieces; instead they frac-
tured to the angle required to slide through the supports. This fact was recorded
with the results for each test.
3.2.2 Normalization of Impact Energy
A normalized impact energy was calculated with respect to the approximate crack
surface area. The total energy of impact Ak was normalized to the initial sample
dimensions before impact. The normalized energy of impact ak in kJ/m2 is given
by
ak =
(Ak − A0) ∗ 1000
x ∗B (1)
where Ak is the total energy of impact in Joules (J) as measured from the Charpy
test frame (0.2 J to 5.5 J), A0 is the baseline energy loss in Joules as measured from
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Figure 16: Failure modes of Charpy impact tests in PC.
the Charpy test frame with no sample mounted (≈ 0.03 J), x is the initial notched
sample width before fracture (≈ 8 mm), andB is the initial sample thickness before
fracture (≈ 4 mm).
The mode of failure can be determined by listening to the breaking sound and
examining the crack surfaces. The Charpy failure modes of PC are shown in Figure
16. The characteristics of a typical brittle failure include a sharp breaking sound,
relatively low fracture energy, and a flat and reflective crack surface. In compar-
ison, characteristics of a ductile failure include a dull breaking sound, relatively
high fracture energy, and a curved and dull crack surface. If crazing occurred, the
crack surface will be uneven and will have regions of white material which can be
deformed easily.
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3.2.3 Uncertainty in Impact Energy Measurement
Uncertainty in the measurement comes from many sources, including dimensional
variations in samples from machining, errors in the measurement of dimensions,
variations in the notch-tip condition after notching, and variations in the sample
preparation (initial plastic compression and aging). The effects of the notch-tip
radius on the impact properties of PC were evaluated in [32], which concluded
that the Charpy impact strength of PC had a linear relationship with the square
of the notch tip radius. To evaluate the size of the total uncertainty, the standard
deviations of the normalized impact energy were calculated for similar tests. The
majority of the standard deviations are less than 1.4 kJ/m2, but there are five out-
liers which have much larger values, up to 14.4 kJ/m2. The averages are plotted
with the standard deviations as the error bars in Figure 17 in the next section.
3.3 Charpy Test Results
Samples with various amounts of plastic compression followed by physical aging
were prepared and tested in Charpy impact experiments. The plastic compressions
ranged from uncompressed to approximately 50 % plastic engineering strain in
compression. The physical aging ranged from 0 to 300 hours at 125 °C.
The average normalized energy absorption is plotted versus aging time for both
sample orientations in Figure 17. As the reader recalls, samples were prepared
in two different orientations relative to the direction of compression, labeled TT
and TA, as shown in Figure 9. Each point in Figure 17 is an average of approxi-
mately 4 Charpy tests, and the standard deviation for each point is plotted as the
error bar for the result. During the experiments the samples either broke into two
pieces or did not. As displayed in Figure 17, all of the samples with normalized
energy absorptions below 70 kJ/m2 were fractured completely during the impact
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Figure 17: Normalized fracture energy ak from Charpy tests versus aging time at
125 °C for PC.
experiment, while all of the samples with normalized energy absorptions above
70 kJ/m2 did not break completely. Although some of the samples did not fracture
completely, the measured impact energy can be used to compare the fracture char-
acteristic, even though the mode of loading and failure may be changing at the
larger impact energies.
The initial uncompressed and unaged samples fail in a brittle manner and have
a relatively low toughness. Even though the results are preliminary, they indi-
cate that there is a difference between the 25 % and 50 % compressed samples in
regard to both the initial toughness and the effect of aging. For the TT samples,
the 25 % compressed samples show higher initial toughness before aging but with
20 hours of aging become as brittle as the uncompressed samples. In contrast, the
50 % compressed samples show higher inital toughness than the 25 % compressed
samples, but show no loss in toughness with up to 300 hours of aging. For the
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TA samples, the toughness is higher than the TT samples and increases with com-
pression. However, between 100 and 300 hours of aging, the 25 % compressed TA
samples become brittle and the toughness decreases to approximately that of the
undeformed samples. This drop was not observed in 50 % compressed samples,
cut either in the TA and TT orientations.
The 25 % plastically compressed PC samples indicate that there is an observable
change in the toughness of the samples with thermal aging, but that this effect
happens at different aging times when considering samples cut in the TA and TT
orientations. A more detailed study of these ranges of aging (0-20 hours and 100-
300 hours) should be conducted to better characterize these two aging effects.
For the 50 % plastically deformed samples, Figure 17 indicates that there is no
substantial effect of aging, even up to 300 hours of aging at 125 °C, for either sam-
ples cut in the TA and TT orientations. A further study of aging at longer times
(more than 300 hours) might indicate that aging has an effect in changing the ab-
sorbed energy, and this change may be located at longer aging times.
3.4 Conclusions
Charpy experiments were performed on PC samples with various plastic com-
pressions followed by physical aging. The samples had approximately 0 %, 25 %,
or 50 % plastic engineering strain imposed on them and then underwent physical
aging at 125 °C for 0, 20, 50, 100, or 300 hours.
It was observed, as expected and reported in [2], that plastic flow without phys-
ical aging increased the absorbed energy in impact. This was observed for both
samples cut in the TA and TT orientations, even though the amount of increase
was not the same in TA and TT samples. The results show an anomalous response
in the TT sample response before physical aging that needs to be checked with
further experiments.
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Over the entire range of aging times up to 300 hours, there was no substantial
change in the absorbed impact energy for the plastically undeformed samples and
the samples plasticly deformed to approximately 50 % strain. For the 50 % plastic
compression it is expected that there might be be an observed change for aging
times over 300 hours. This should be further studied in future research.
There was a clearly observed drop in the energy dissipated in the impact for
the samples plastically deformed to 25 % and then aged. This was observed in
both samples cut in the TA and TT orientations, but they did not occur at the same
aging time. This possibly indicates that aging occurs anisotropically after plastic
deformation. This needs to be further studied before more definitive statements
can be made, but is an indication that there might be an aging event that also occurs
in the 50 % compressed samples, but at an aging time longer than 300 hours.
There was a clear transition from brittle to ductile fracture in PC at about




Quasi-static single-edge notched bend (SENB) fracture tests are used to evaluate
the toughness of materials, mainly to get the conditions needed for crack initiation
and propagation. Approximately 50 quasi-static SENB tests were conducted on
plastically deformed and physically aged PC samples. The results of these tests
are presented in this chapter after a description of the test and experimental setup.
Quasi-static SENB test loads a notched sample in 3-point bending at a constant
rate. The description of the samples is given in Section 2.2 and the geometry of
the sample is shown in Figure 19. In this test the sample is loaded to failure. The
test includes information about crack initiation at the notch tip and its propagation
through the sample width. The sample is loaded slowly (quasi-static loading) to
ensure that the sample is in a near-equilibrium state at all times. This is in contrast
to impact loading seen by the sample during the Charpy test, which has a loading
rate 4 orders of magnitude larger. The load, load-line displacement, and crack-tip
opening displacement (CTOD) were recorded during each test.
It is hoped that the results of these experiments will be used to build and verify
a model for simulating the response of PC during fracture.
Previous work on the changes in the quasi-static fracture properties of PC with
aging and deformation include Ho [3], who did quasi-static SENB on PC with
aging for various times at temperatures ranging from 60 °C to 120 °C, and Hill [33],
who did quasi-static compact tension tests and examined the fracture morphology
of PC unaged and aged at 120 °C for 240 hours. These papers study aging in PC
with little or no deformation, while the results presented in this chapter study
aging after small and large deformations (0 %, 25 %, and 50 % plastic compression).
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4.2 Quasi-Static SENB Experimental Procedure
The quasi-static SENB test records the load, load-line displacement, and CTOD
during fracture. These signals can be used to calculate the conditions needed to
initiate and propagate a crack in a notched sample, and also the energy absorbed
during crack initiation and propagation. In addition to the recorded signals, the
crack surface can be analyzed to determine the mode of failure between ductile,
ductile with crazing, brittle, and mixed modes. ASTM E1820, ASTM D5045, and
ISO 13586 standards were used as guidelines for these experiments. Although
modified for these tests, the sample dimensions, loading setup, testing procedure,
and data analysis were taken from these standards.
4.2.1 Quasi-Static SENB Experimental Setup
All tests were performed on a 5 kN load frame (Instron 3365) using a 10 kN three-
point bend fixture (Instron 2810-300) with an adjustable span. As shown in Figure
18, the three-point bend fixture contains two fixed lower anvils with 4 mm diame-
ters and an upper roller with a 10 mm diameter. A modified extensometer (Instron
2620-601) was used to measure the CTOD. The extensometer had its knife edges
replaced with clips for positive contact with the knife edges machined into the
sample.
Samples of dimensions 4 mm x 10 mm x 80 mm were prepared from PC sheets
plastically compressed and then aged as described in Section 2.2. These samples
were not thermally pretreated before plastic compression and aging.
Displacement correction was performed on each sample, to correct for the ma-
terial and support deformations around the support contact points and support
arms. This was done before notching the sample. To get this correction, each sam-
ple was loaded to 400 N at 10 mm/min in the 3-point bend setup with the bottom
anvils as close together as possible as shown in Figure 18. The load and load-line
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Figure 18: Left: Support configuration for displacement correction experiments.
Right: Experimental setup for quasi-static SENB fracture experiments including
CTOD measurement.
displacement were recorded for displacement correction of the fracture data.
After performing the displacement correction tests, the samples were notched
to a depth of 5 mm using a Charpy sample notching machine, an endmill, and a
razor blade as shown in Figure 19. The sample was notched via a hand Charpy
notching machine to a notch depth of 4 mm. The samples were machined further
to create knife edges for mounting a CTOD sensor, which was a modified Instron
extensometer. The samples were notched further with a razor blade to a nominal
depth of 5 mm. Detailed notching instructions are included in the Appendix.
The notched samples were mounted into the three-point bend setup with a
40 mm span and loaded to failure. The span was set to 40 mm and centered us-
ing a special jig developed for these tests (see Figure 50 in the Appendix for the
jig dimensions). Elastic bands were used to ensure positive contact between the
CTOD sensor and the sample knife edges during the experiment, as shown in Fig-
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Figure 19: Notch dimensions for quasi-static SENB fracture samples.
ure 18. The sample was preloaded to 5 N, then loaded at 10mm/min to failure.
The load, load-line displacement, and CTOD were measured versus time during
the experiment.
4.2.2 Data Correction and Parameter Discussion of Quasi-Static SENB Data
As discussed, for each test displacement correction was performed on the data.
This correction was on the fracture load-line displacement, and was conducted
to correct for the indentation of the sample and supports during loading. To ac-
complish this correction, interpolation was used to obtain the correction on the
displacement at each loading point. The interpolated indentation displacement
was then subtracted from the fracture load-line displacement to get the corrected
load-line displacement.
Typical test results for brittle, ductile, and mixed-mode fractures are shown in
Figure 20 for load as a function of corrected load-line displacement. The measured
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Figure 20: Typical data measured from brittle, ductile, and mixed mode failures.
values in this test are the load, corrected load-line displacement, and CTOD. Dur-
ing ductile failure, the experiments were stopped at a load-line displacement of
4.5 mm. With this, comparative studies of the ductile samples can be made.
In the quasi-static SENB experiments, the work done on the sample can be eval-
uated by integrating the applied load versus corrected load-line displacement. The
work done up to the point of initiation of fracture can be considered as equal to the
energy needed to initiate a crack and the work done up to the point of the complete
fracture in the sample can be considered to be equal to the energy needed to cre-
ate a complete fracture sample. For samples undergoing ductile fracture, since the
Charpy samples never underwent complete fracture, a comparison of the results
should possibly only consider work to a point of partial fracture equivalent to that
needed for Charpy samples to move through the supports.
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4.2.3 Uncertainty in Quasi-Static SENB Data
There are several sources that increase the uncertainty in the final results from the
quasi-static SENB tests. These sources of uncertainty include dimensional vari-
ations from machining, errors in the dimension measurements, variations intro-
duced by the crack-tip condition after notching, and compression variations be-
tween samples. As a first approximation of the uncertainty in the results of the
quasi-static SENB tests, in each case the results were obtained and compared for
two quasi-static SENB tests using two different samples with similar mechanical
and thermal histories. This was thought to provide a better view of the repro-
ducibility of the test and gives insight to the variation in the results. In some cases
the failure mode changed between the two duplicate tests which resulted in large
variations in the analyzed results (the energy dissipated in the fracture between
the brittle and ductile fractures are substantial). Since we only used two samples
in each case, and since two samples do not represent a statistically significant num-
ber of tests, further testing should be performed to accurately estimate and verify
the uncertainty in the results.
4.3 Quasi-Static SENB Test Results
Samples with various plastic compressions followed by physical aging were pre-
pared and tested in quasi-static SENB experiments. The plastic compressions
ranged from uncompressed to approximately 50 % plastic engineering strain in
compression. The following physical aging ranged from 0 to 300 hours at 125 °C.
As the reader recalls, samples were prepared in two different orientations relative
to the direction of compression, labeled TT and TA, as shown in Figure 9.
Figures 21-23 show the load, corrected load-line displacement, and CTOD at
the point of maximum load, respectively. Figure 24 shows the corrected fracture
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Figure 21: Maximum load versus aging time at 125 °C.
energy (corrected since the corrected load-line displacement, along with the load,
was used to calculate the work) up to the point of maximum load. Figure 25 shows
the corrected fracture energy up to failure. Each point is an average of two SENB
tests where the two samples came from different compressed bars with the same
imposed compression and subjected to the same aging history. The circled points
in the figures indicate that there was a large difference between the two averaged
quasi-static SENB tests. The figures have a split x-axis for the aging time, unaged
(0 hours) is on the left and a log scale starting at 20 hours is on the right.
Figure 21 shows the maximum load in the quasi-static SENB tests versus the
aging time for different extents of initial plastic deformation. As can be seen, plas-
tic deformation in the unaged samples reduces the maximum load for both TA
and TT samples. Even though there was no substantial change in the maximum
load with the aging time for the initially undeformed samples, the samples which
were plastically deformed show an increase with the aging time of the maximum
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Figure 22: Corrected load-line displacement at the maximum load versus aging
time at 125 °C. The circled points indicate that there was a large difference between
the two averaged quasi-static SENB tests.
load for both the TA and TT samples. Even though the results are not completely
conclusive due to the number of samples tested, the maximum load observed after
20 hours of aging in samples cut in the TA orientation shows a higher maximum
load, as opposed to the samples cut in the TT orientation that show equal to or
lower maximum loads when compared to the plastically undeformed sample. Fi-
nally, for all aging times above 20 hours, the maximum load increases in relation to
initial plastic deformation in samples cut in the TA orientation, and the maximum
load decreases for samples cut in the TT orientation. In general, the maximum
load indicates an increase with aging time, even though more tests are needed to
confirm this result.
Figure 22 shows the corrected load-line displacement at the observed maxi-
mum load. As can be seen, for unaged samples, plastic compression results in
an increase of this displacement for TA samples and decreases for TT samples.
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Figure 23: CTOD at the maximum load versus aging time at 125 °C. The circled
points indicate that there was a large difference between the two averaged quasi-
static SENB tests.
There is an increase in the displacement with aging time in all of the samples, even
though this is not a completely conclusive result given the number of samples
tested and some anomalous points.
Figure 23 shows the crack-tip opening displacement (CTOD) at the maximum
load. The CTOD behaves indentically to the corrected load-line displacement
shown in Figure 22.
Figure 24 shows the work done on the sample up to the point of maximum
load. As can be seen there is a difference between samples cut in the TA and TT
orientations. Independent of the aging, the absorbed energy increases with plastic
compression for the TA samples and decreases with plastic compression for the
TT samples. From the figure, a transition to lower absorbed energies is visible
between 50 and 100 hours of aging for the uncompressed and 25 % TT samples.
Otherwise, there is no substantial change seen with aging.
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Figure 24: Fracture energy up to the point of maximum load from the cor-
rected load-line displacement and load measurements plotted versus aging time
at 125 °C. The circled points indicate that there was a large difference between the
two averaged quasi-static SENB tests.
Figure 25 shows the corrected work before failure, as described in Figure 20.
As can be seen for the unaged samples, plastic compression increases the work
needed to induce failure, both in the TA and TT samples. The effect of this increase
is clearly larger for the TA samples. With thermal aging, the figure shows that
the work to failure drops to that of the plastically undeformed samples within 20
hours of aging for the samples cut in the TT orientation and remains at this level
for all higher aging times. No substantial change is seen with aging for samples
cut in the TA orientation.
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Figure 25: Fracture energy up to failure from the corrected load-line displacement
and load measurements plotted versus aging time at 125 °C. The circled points




Approximately 50 quasi-static SENB experiments were performed on PC samples
with various plastic compressions followed by physical aging. The samples had
approximately 0 %, 25 %, or 50 % plastic engineering strain and underwent physi-
cal aging at 125 °C for 0, 20, 50, 100, or 300 hours.
Since for each plastic deformation and aging time only two samples were
tested, the results are not statistically conclusive, but provide an initial picture of
the effects of plastic compression followed by physical aging.
In general, it was found that the fracture toughness of compressed samples
increases for samples cut in the TA orientation and either remained constant or
decreased for samples cut in the TT orientation.
Two conditions were selected for particular further study. These were the point
of maximum load, possibly related to the initiation of fracture, and the other point
was for “complete” failure, possibly being related to both the initiation and prop-
agation of the crack through the sample. The characteristics of the point of maxi-
mum load seem to be strongly related to both the initial plastic deformation and
the extent of physical aging. This was true for both samples cut in the TA and TT
orientations. On the other hand, the energy at the point of failure seems to be less
affected by the aging, but with a substantial drop in the first 20 hours of aging for




In this chapter we look at the Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) signals from
samples with plastic compression followed by physical aging. Samples were com-
pressed to five different plastic strains, approximately 0 %, 15 %, 25 %, 35 %, and
40 %, and isothermally aged at elevated temperatures for various times. Table 2
shows the combinations of aging times and temperatures tested by DSC.















Conventional DSC can give information on the thermal state and history of a
material. In this work we used a power compensating DSC (Perkin Elmer DSC 7).
Power compensating DSC gives heat flow as a function of temperature by compar-
ing the power consumption during temperature control in a sample compared to
a reference signal. In this chapter, the DSC signal during the glass transition will
be evaluated by heating the sample through the glass transition. Figure 26 shows
a typical DSC signal from aged PC. This signal will be measured and studied for
samples that are plastically deformed and then aged at several temperatures and
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Figure 26: Heat Flow versus Temperature for a typical aged PC sample.
for different amounts of aging time.
Previous work on the changes in the thermal properties as measured by DSC of
PC with aging and deformation include Ho [3, 9], who did DSC on PC with aging
for various times at temperatures ranging from 60 °C to 120 °C, and Rault [21], who
did DSC studies of PC which was drawn and aged. These papers study aging in
PC after little or no deformation, while the results presented in this chapter study
aging after small and large deformations (0 %, 15 %, 25 %, 35 %, and 40 % plastic
compressions).
5.2 DSC Experimental Procedure
DSC measurements can give information on the thermal state of a material and
the history of events that the material has been imposed to. In this study the DSC
was used to impose a temperature ramp over the glass transition of PC. The DSC
signals were used to calculate parameters evaluating the glass transition.
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5.2.1 DSC Experimental Setup
Samples were prepared for DSC experiments as described in Section 2.1. In each
case the sample and pan masses were measured with a Mettler Toledo MX5 to
the resolution of 0.001 mg and reproducibility of ±0.003 mg. The samples were
crimped into an aluminum pan/lid with an average mass of 26 mg. The total mass
of the sample and pan/lid was measured both before and after the DSC experiment
to check for any mass loss during the experiment. Every pan was checked visually
to make sure the pan bottom was flat for good contact with the DSC oven surface.
A Perkin Elmer DSC 7 was used to perform these DSC tests. The Perkin Elmer
DSC 7 is a power compensation DSC which measures the relative heat flow
through the crimped sample pan with respect to an empty reference pan. To cal-
ibrate the DSC 7, the machine parameters SLOPE and BALANCE were adjusted
until there was a linear and flat baseline between 90 °C and 180 °C, the window
of experimentation. The variation of the baseline over this temperature range was
calibrated to be less than 0.5 mJ. Next, a high-purity Indium sample was tested
and the heat of fusion and the melting temperature were used to calibrate the DSC
7 in the software. Every few days, a new baseline calibration was performed for
baseline subtraction.
Correct DSC temperature calibration [30] requires at least two independent
temperature calibration measurements, preferably spanning the entire tempera-
ture range of the proposed experiments, and are normally the melting tempera-
tures of two different high purity metals like Indium and Tin. The experiments
reported in this paper were performed with only one temperature calibration, the
melting temperature of Indium. However, the temperature error is assumed to
be small since the measurement range (the glass transition of PC if from 135 °C to
160 °C) includes the melting temperature of Indium (156.5985 °C). The error will
come only from the inaccuracy of the linear temperature correction, which is as-
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sumed to be small from historical experience with this equipment. Therefore, an
improvement to this calibration would be to use a second calibration material with
a melting temperature of about 90 °C.
The test procedure was as follows:
1. Heat the sample to 90 °C at 10 °C/min. Go to the next step once 90 °C is
reached.
2. Heat from 90 °C to 180 °C at 10 °C/min. Record the Heat Flow (mW) as a
function of Temperature (°C) during the heating. Go to the next step once
180 °C is reached.
3. Cool to 90 °C at 10 °C/min. Go to the next step once 90 °C is reached.
4. Go to Step 2 once for a total of 2 loops
An improvement to this procedure would be to add isotherms of approxi-
mately 10 minutes at 90 °C and at 170 °C to allow linear adjustment of the baseline
as a function of temperature [30].
The objectives of these DSC experiments were to study the glass transition sig-
nal of PC for each plastic deformation, aging temperature, and aging time. The
initial temperature of 90 °C was chosen as the lower temperature limit for the DSC
measurement in order to observe any changes that might occur at 100 °C due to
moisture absorption, and to obtain a large temperature range to study the stability
of the DSC signal during the glassy phase of PC (normally less than 135 °C). The
maximum temperature of 180 °C was chosen as the upper temperature limit be-
cause it is the highest temperature which does not allow for crystallization in the
experimental time frame.
The measured heat flows had the baseline heat flow subtracted from them and
were normalized to the sample mass and heating rate to obtain a relative quantity
of the heat capacity. This relative heat capacity measurement is not an absolute
measurement of the sample heat capacity, but rather the sample heat capacity is
equal to the relative heat capacity plus an unknown linear function of temperature.
This means that changes in the relative heat capacity are the same as changes in
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Figure 27: Heat Flow versus Temperature for the second heating cycles of several
PC samples.
the real heat capacity. For simplicity, the relative heat capacity will henceforth be
referred to as the heat flow.
Figure 27 shows the second heating cycle of several samples with different com-
pressions and aging conditions. The heat flow from the second heating cycle in
this procedure was approximately the same for every PC sample, independent of
the thermal history and plastic compression. The differences between these heat
flow curves are negligible when considering the fact that the variation is within
the uncertainty in the DSC measurement (approximately 0.05 J/g ∗ °C), which is
discussed later in this chapter. The second heating cycle can therefore be used to
confirm the validity of the experiment and may be used to compensate for DSC
baseline drift. Since the second heating cycle is independent of the thermal history
and plastic compression, the heat flow curve looks as if the material is in an un-
aged and uncompressed state. Hence, the second heating cycle heat flow will be
referred to as the “Virgin” heat flow for each sample.
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5.2.2 Uncertainty in DSC data
Uncertainty in the measurements comes from the calibration, changes in the sys-
tem and environment since the last calibration, measurement errors of the sample
mass, changes in the purge gas flow, changes in the surface contact between the
sample, pan, and DSC oven, and crimping of the sample into the pan. There also
will be some variability due to differences between samples with the same plastic
compression and aging history.
The uncertainty in the measurements is reduced significantly by performing
and comparing the second heating cycles on the samples. Since all of these exper-
iments on the virgin samples should be the same, the first heating cycles can be
adjusted based on the second heating cycles both in temperature shifts and heat
flow scaling. These adjustments were not performed on the data because the sec-
ond heating cycles did not vary enough to warrant it.
Experiments were performed under similar testing conditions and with similar
samples to estimate experimentally the uncertainty in the DSC measurements. Fig-
ures 28 and 29 show the heat flow data for several independent samples with sim-
ilar mechanical and thermal histories. The variations between these DSC curves is
a good indication of the uncertainty in the measurements. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 28, the uncertainty for uncompressed samples is±0.02 J/g°C and±0.2 °C. This
uncertainty is associated with the variations between the uncompressed samples
and uncertainty in the DSC measurements. The variations visible in Figure 29 for
40% compressed samples are larger and represent the combination of the uncer-
tainty as with uncompressed samples and the uncertainty due to differences in the
compression of the cylinders from which the samples came. This combined uncer-
tainty was estimated from Figure 29 to be approximately ±0.1 J/g°C and ±0.3 °C.
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Figure 28: Similar experiments for uncompressed PC.
Figure 29: Similar experiments for 40% compressed PC.
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5.3 Calculation of Glass-Transition Parameters
The following parameters were calculated for each of the DSC experiments. More
detailed descriptions are included later in this section on how they were calculated.
Tg,mid: The glass transition temperature as measured by taking the temperature of
the heat flow when it reaches half of its change from the glassy state to the
liquid-like state.
Tg,onset: The glass transition temperature as measured by taking the temperature
of the initial increase in the heat flow going from the glassy state into the
liquid-like state.
∆Cp: The heat capacity change over the glass transition between the glassy and
liquid-like states.
Qmax: The maximum of the heat flow over the glass transition.
TQmax : The temperature associated with the maximum heat flow Qmax.
δH : The change in enthalpy between a sample compressed and physically aged
and a sample neither compressed nor physically aged.
T ′f : The limiting fictive temperature which is a measure of the enthalpy change
like δH .
One main experimental contribution was the development of a LabVIEW pro-
gram to adjust and analyze all of the experimental data. This program has now
been adopted in the laboratory to analyze all DSC data. The procedure used in this
program to adjust and analyze the data is described in the following paragraphs.
The experimental data were adjusted to correct for changes in the DSC base-
line and to align (vertical shift and slope matching in the glassy state) the heat
flow curves for comparisons of the glass transition. All of the heat flow versus
temperature curves Qi(T ) were adjusted using a single second heating cycle from
one reference experiment. Best fit lines of the heat flow were calculated for the
glassy state between 110 °C and 130 °C for each experiment Qi,g(T ) and the refer-
ence experiment Qref,g(T ). The adjusted heat flow Qi,adj(T ) was calculated to be
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Qi,adj(T ) = Qi(T ) − Qi,g(T ) + Qref,g(T ). This adjusted data has a slope which is
not a real material property, however the real sample heat capacity is equal to this
adjusted heat capacity plus an unknown linear function of temperature. This data
adjustment did not affect the analysis done.
Figures 30-33 graphically show the calculations done to obtain the parameters
listed below:
Tg,mid The midpoint temperature of the glass transition Tg,mid was calculated by
finding the intersection of the heat flow curve and the line halfway between
the linear fits of the glassy and liquid-like states. (See Figure 30)
Tg,onset The onset temperature of the glass transition Tg,onset was calculated as the
temperature of the intersection between the tangent line of the heat flow at
Tg,mid and the linear fit of the glassy state. (See Figure 31)
∆Cp The heat capacity change ∆Cp was calculated as the difference in heat flow
between the linear fits of the glassy and liquid-like states at Tg,mid. (See Figure
30)
Qmax, TQmax The maximum heat flow Qmax and corresponding temperature TQmax
are the point of the maximum difference between the heat flow and the linear
fit of the glassy state. (See Figure 30)
δH The enthalpy change δH was calculated as the integral over the glass transi-
tion temperature range of the first heating cycle heat flow minus the second
heating cycle heat flow. (See Figure 33)
T ′f The limiting fictive temperature T ′f was calculated as the limit of Tf (T ) as T






[QL(τ)−QG(τ)]dτ . (See Figure 32)
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Figure 30: Calculation of Tg,mid, Qmax, TQmax , and ∆Cp.
Figure 31: Calculation of Tg,onset.
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Figure 32: Calculation of the fictive temperature Tf .
Figure 33: Calculation of δH .
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5.4 DSC Test Results
In addition to unaged samples, samples were aged isothermally at 105 °C, 125 °C,
or 135 °C for various amounts of time as listed in Table 2. For each combination
of aging temperature and aging time, 5 samples were aged with different plastic
compressions. The five compressions were approximately 0 %, 15 %, 25 %, 35 %,
and 40 %. The results for samples aged at 125 °C are presented here while the
results from the remaining temperatures are similar, but are not included in this
presentation.
At each plastic compression, the DSC results are typical of a PC aging study.
For each plastic compression, physical aging increases the height and area of the
enthalpy peak, shifts the glass transition to higher temperatures, and reduces the
full width at half-height (FWHH) of the enthalpy peak.
In general, for short aging times, increasing plastic compression reduces the
height of the enthalpy peak; however, at long aging times, increasing plastic com-
pression increases the height of the enthalpy peak. There is no significant variation
of ∆Cp with plastic compression followed by physical aging.
Figures 34-38 show the enthalpy peaks of PC samples with various aging times
at 125 °C and with different initial plastic compressions. As can be seen in Figure
34 for a plastically undeformed sample, as the aging time increases, there is an in-
crease in the maximum value of the enthalpy peak and a shift of the peaks to higher
temperatures. Figure 35 shows the evolution of the enthalpy peaks in compressed
samples was similar but slightly modified for short aging times. For samples with
relatively little aging, as can be seen in Figures 36 and 37, the enthalpy peaks of
plastically compressed samples is suppressed, but for long aging times, the en-
thalpy peaks of compressed samples are larger than the uncompressed samples,
as shown in Figure 38.
Figure 39 shows δH plotted versus aging time at 125 °C for samples with dif-
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Figure 34: Heat Flow versus Temperature for undeformed PC aged at 125 °C for
different durations of time.
ferent plastic compressions. As can be seen, δH increases with aging. For short
aging times, δH decreases with increases in the plastic compression. This evolution
becomes less clear as the aging time increases and cannot be seen after 2 hours of
aging at 125 °C.
Figure 40 shows the variation of the temperature of the enthalpy peak max
TQmax with aging time and for the different plastic compressions. As can be seen,
TQmax increases at longer aging times, but there is no visible evolution with plastic
compression. TQmax of the 25 % compressed samples is consistently higher than
the other plastic compressions. This observation is believed to be a real material
property because it is seen over several independent samples.
Figure 41 shows the variation of the limiting fictive temperature T ′f with aging
time. As can be seen, T ′f decreases with longer aging times. There is a weak trend
that the limiting fictive temperature increases with plastic compression.
From the previous figures, no plateau in the results is visible on the log scale
at long aging times, indicating that PC does not reach equilibrium at 125 °C in less
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Figure 35: Heat Flow versus Temperature for 40 % compressed PC aged at 125 °C
for different durations of time.
than 700 hours.
The mass before and after the DSC experiments were compared for 40 samples
with various aging temperatures, aging times, and plastic compressions. The mass
change did not exceed ±0.005 mg and was typically ±0.002 mg, which is less than
the reproducibility of the balance. This variation in mass is negligible compared to
the average sample mass of 6.5 mg.
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Figure 36: Heat Flow versus Temperature for unaged PC with different amounts
of plastic compression.
Figure 37: Heat Flow versus Temperature for PC aged for one hour at 125 °C with
different amounts of plastic compression.
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Figure 38: Heat Flow versus Temperature for PC aged for 300 hours at 125 °C with
different amounts of plastic compression.
Figure 39: δH versus Temperature for PC with different amounts of plastic com-
pression followed by aging at 125 °C for different durations of time.
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Figure 40: Temperature of the maximum heat flow TQmax versus Temperature for
PC with different amounts of plastic compression followed by aging at 125 °C for
different durations of time.
Figure 41: Limiting fictive temperature T ′f versus Temperature for PC with dif-




DSC experiments were performed on PC samples with various aging histories and
plastic compressions. The evolution of the heat flow and enthalpy peak with com-
bined plastic compression followed by aging was observed. Tests were performed
and analyzed on PC samples plastically compressed followed by physical aging at
105 °C, 125 °C, or 135 °C. The results from samples aged at 125 °C are presented in
this chapter while the those from 105 °C and 135 °C are not included in this the-
sis. One important observation was that PC does not reach equilibrium at 125 °C
within the maximum aging time of 700 hours.
Analysis of the data shows that physical aging of plastically compressed PC has
a similar effect on the enthalpy peak as physical aging has on uncompressed PC.
As the aging time increases, the glass-transition temperature and maximum heat
flow increase. The plastic compression has two effects on the glass transition. For
samples with relatively little aging, the enthalpy peaks of plastically compressed
samples are suppressed, but for long aging times, the enthalpy peaks of plastically
compressed samples are larger than the uncompressed samples.
In general, δH increases with physical aging. For short aging times, δH decreases
with increases in the plastic compression; however, this evolution becomes less
clear as the aging time increases and cannot be seen after 2 hours of aging at 125°C.
In general, TQmax increases at longer aging times. There is no visible evolution of
TQmax with plastic compression. In general, T ′f decreases with longer aging times.




Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) experiments were performed on 45 samples
but limited analysis was performed and is only briefly discussed here. DMA can
evaluate the storage (E’) and loss (E”) moduli of a material at different frequencies
and temperatures.
6.1 DMA Experimental Procedure
6.1.1 DMA Experimental Setup
DMA samples were prepared as discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. As the reader
recalls, these samples were taken from two material sources, the cylindrical rods,
which were thermally pretreated, and the sheets, which were not thermally pre-
treated. The samples taken from the sheets were cut with two orientations (TA
and TT) as shown in Figure 9, while the samples taken from the cylinders were cut
with an axial orientation as shown in Figure 8, which is perpendicular to the TA
and TT orientations.
The samples were tested in a TA Instruments Q800 in 17.5 mm single cantilever
mode. The Q800 was fully calibrated at least once each month, and the clamp
calibrations were performed once each week. From several experiments, an os-
cillation displacement of 15µm was determined to be the best. Each experiment
was around 8 hours long and used approximately 50 liters of liquid nitrogen. As a
result, these tests were very long and expensive.
The DMA test method was as follows:
1. Equilibrate at −110 °C
2. Isothermal for 5 minutes
3. Isothermal frequency sweep 0.1 Hz to 100 Hz with 5 points per decade
4. Increment 10 °C
5. Goto Step 2 until 100 °C
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6.1.2 Uncertainty in DMA Data
Significant uncertainty (10 % to 20 %) was derived from inaccurate geometry fac-
tors and loading modes due to errors in the measurement of the sample dimen-
sions and the uniformity of the sample. With machining and aging, the DMA sam-
ples had curved surfaces which were difficult to measure for an accurate geometry
factor. To correct the geometry factors of some experiments, additional samples
were machined to rough dimensions before aging, aged, and machined to final di-
mensions. These samples are ready to be tested at room temperature in order to
adjust the geometry factors of the long tests performed from −110 °C to 100 °C.
Other uncertainties come from the calibration, changes in the system since the
last calibration, differences in the clamping of the samples into the fixture, and
changes in the sample during the long experiments.
6.2 DMA Test Results
Figures 42-45 show tan delta verses temperature. Tan delta is the ratio of the imagi-
nary part of the complex modulus (E”) to the real part of the complex modulus (E’)
and does not depend on the geometry factor. Therefore, the uncertainty in these
figures does not included the uncertainty due to the geometry factors.
Figure 42 shows the results for plastically compressed but unaged samples cut
from the sheets. As the reader recalls, these samples were not thermally pretreated
to remove the thermal history and any internal stresses before being plastically
compressed. As can be seen in the figure, below −70 °C and between 0 °C and
55 °C, there is no effect of plastic compression. Between −70 °C and 0 °C there is
a jump in tan delta from plastically uncompressed to compressed samples but no
further evolution with plastic compression and sample orientation. Above 55 °C,
plastic compression increases tan delta and TA samples have a larger increase than
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Figure 42: Tan Delta versus Temperature for unaged PC samples obtained from
the sheets (not thermally pretreated).
TT samples.
Figure 43 shows the results for plastically compressed but unaged samples cut
from the cylinders. These samples were thermally pretreated to remove the ther-
mal history and any internal stresses before being plastically compressed. This
data is similar to the data presented for samples cut from the sheets in Figure 42,
except that between −70 °C and 50 °C, there is a decrease in tan delta with plastic
compression.
Figure 44 shows the results from samples cut from the cylinders that were com-
pressed to 25 % plastic strain and then aged at 125 °C for up to 300 hours. As can be
seen, below −70 °C, there is little effect of aging. Between −70 °C and 45 °C there
is a jump in tan delta from unaged samples to samples with 2 hours of aging and
then a decrease is tan delta with further aging. Above 50 °C, aging decreases tan
delta.
Figure 45 shows the results from samples cut from the cylinders that were com-
pressed to 40 % plastic strain and then aged at 125 °C for up to 300 hours. These
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Figure 43: Tan Delta versus Temperature for unaged PC samples obtained from
the cylindrical rods (thermally pretreated).
results are very similar to those obtained for 25 % plastically compressed samples
indicating no change in tan delta with an increase in compression from 25 % to
50 % plastic compression.
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Figure 44: Tan Delta versus Temperature for 25 % plastically compressed PC sam-
ples obtained from the cylindrical rods. These samples were aged at 125 °C for the
indicated times.
Figure 45: Tan Delta versus Temperature for 40 % plastically compressed PC sam-




Even though approximately 45 DMA experiments were conducted, taking approx-
imately two months of experimental time, the results of these tests are not yet
ready for presentation without conducting additional correction experiments at
room temperature to adjust for the errors in the geometry factors in these tests.
These DMA experiments were performed on PC samples with various plastic
compressions and physical aging. The samples had approximately 0 %, 25 %, or
40 % plastic engineering strain and underwent physical aging at 125 °C for 0, 1, 2,
5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 300, or 700 hours, or at 105 °C for 0, 300, 700, 1500, 3000, or 6000
hours.
Results for tan delta were presented for samples with various plastic compres-
sions for both samples cut from the sheets and cylindrical rods, and results for tan
delta were presented for samples with plastic compression followed by aging at
125 °C for samples cut from the cylindrical rods. It was found that there are large
changes (> 50 % relative change) in tan delta with both plastic compression and
aging. At temperatures above 55 °C, plastic compression increases tan delta for
unaged samples and aging decreases tan delta for 25 % and 40 % plastically com-
pressed samples. An interesting result is that there is very little change (< 10 %) in
tan delta with plastic compression for aged samples, whereas with unaged sam-
ples there is a large change (> 50 %) in tan delta with plastic compression.




Temperature Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry (TMDSC/MDSC) pro-
vides supplementary information to the DSC results and can give information on
the thermal state and history of a material. TMDSC is similar to DSC but with the
addition of a modulated temperature program added to the linear DSC temper-
ature program. This modulated temperature program allows the division of the
heat flow into reversing and non-reversing parts, and then further into the real
and imaginary parts of the reversing heat flow. These signals have been linked
to various material properties like the Cooperating Rearranging Region (CRR),
which is the volume of material which must move cooperatively (if one polymer
chain moves or rotates then all other chains in the CRR must also move or rotate).
7.1 TMDSC Experimental Procedure
7.1.1 TMDSC Experimental Setup
Samples were prepared as discussed in Section 2.1. These samples were cut from
the cylindrical rods, which as the read recalls, were thermally pretreated.
A TA Instruments Q100 was used to perform TMDSC tests. The Q100 was
calibrated for the temperature range 90 °C to 180 °C, for a heating rate of 2 °C/min,
and for modulations of ±1.272 °C every 60 seconds.
The TMDSC test method was as follows:
1. Equilibrate at 90 °C
2. Isothermal at 90 °C for 5 minutes
3. Heat from 90 °C to 180 C at 2 C/min, modulate ±1.272 °C every 60 seconds
4. Cool to 90 °C at 2 °C/min, modulate ±1.272 °C every 60 seconds
5. Go to Step 2 once for a total of 2 loops
The second heating cycle in this procedure represents the virgin material and
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should be the same for every sample, independent of the aging and plastic com-
pression. This curve can be used to confirm the validity of the experiment and to
adjust the data curves.
The measured heat flows were normalized to the sample mass and heating rate
to obtain a relative quantity of the heat capacity which in the future will be referred
to as the heat flow.
7.1.2 Analysis of TMDSC Results
The temperature, heat capacity, reversing heat capacity, non-reversing heat capac-
ity, and heat flow phase signals were recorded. Phase correction was performed ac-
cording to [34] using the temperature, heat capacity, complex heat capacity (Q100:
reversing heat capacity), and heat flow phase to get the corrected heat flow phase.
The phase correction procedure is detailed in the Appendix. The real and imag-
inary parts of the complex heat capacity were calculated using the complex heat
capacity and the corrected heat flow phase.
The data adjustment and analysis are similar to those discussed for classical
DSC in Section 5.3. Additional parameters can be calculated from analysis with
the same procedure but on different signals including the reversing (complex (C∗p ))
heat capacity, non-reversing heat capacity, and real (C ′) and imaginary (C ′′) parts
of the complex heat capacity. Other parameters can be calculated for specific ap-
plications including ∆( 1
Cp
) and the standard deviation of a best-fit Gaussian dis-
tribution of C ′′. These values are used in evaluating the CRR. Figures 46 and 47
graphically show the calculation of Tg,mid from the reversing heat capacity and the
best-fit Gaussian distribution of C ′′, respectively.
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Figure 46: Calculation of Tg,mid from the reversing heat capacity data of a TMDSC
test.
7.2 Selected TMDSC Test Results
Figures 48 and 49 show Tg,mid of the reversing heat capacity and the standard de-
viation of the best-fit Gaussian distribution of C” plotted versus the aging time at
125 °C. As can be seen in Figure 48, the glass transition temperature increases with
aging time, but there is no visible trend with plastic compression. As can be seen
in Figure 49, the standard deviation of the Gaussian fit of the C” data increases for
aging times less than 5 hours of aging at 125 °C and then decreases to below that of
an unaged sample. There is an increase in the standard deviation of the Gaussian
fit of the C” data with plastic compression for aging times less than 50 hours.
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Figure 47: Best-fit Gaussian distribution of the C” data of a TMDSC test.
Figure 48: Tg,mid of the reversing heat capacity versus the aging time at 125 °C.
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Figure 49: Standard deviation of the best fit Gaussian distribution of C” versus
aging time at 125 °C.
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7.3 Conclusions
TMDSC experiments were performed on PC samples with various plastic com-
pressions and physical aging. The samples had approximately 0 %, 15 %, 25 %,
35 %, or 40 % plastic engineering strain and underwent physical aging at 125 °C for
0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, or 300 hours.
Preliminary results were calculated from the TMDSC data, including the glass
transition temperature at mid-height and the standard deviation of the Gaussian
curve fit of the C” data.
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8 Summary
The current thesis is an experimental evaluation of the combined effects of large
plastic flow followed by physical aging in polycarbonate (PC). Even though the
individual effects of large plastic flow and of physical aging in PC have been eval-
uated and studied, the combined mechanical and thermal effects have not yet been
evaluated. As such, this body of work is the first characterization of the combined
effect of large plastic flow followed by physical aging in PC, and is part of an on-
going study.
The main content of this thesis is the description of the experimental setup and
its evaluation, and a preliminary study of approximately 350 different experiments
conducted at the Universite´ de Rouen (UR), France. In this approximately one
year stay at UR, testing setups and protocols were developed for Charpy impact,
quasi-static single-edge notched bending (SENB), differential scanning calorime-
try (DSC), dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), and temperature-modulated
DSC (TMDSC) tests. The results from these tests are the first for PC at large plastic
flow in the glassy state followed by thermal (physical) aging.
8.1 Experiments and Material
The primary purpose of this study is to determine the effects of physical aging on
the fracture properties of plastically deformed PC. The most direct fracture results
obtained in this work are from the Charpy impact and quasi-static SENB fracture
experiments. However, additional experiments were performed which provide
supplementary data including DMA tests to measure the mechanical properties,
DSC tests to quantify the aging and thermal state, and TMDSC tests to separate
the reversing and non-reversing thermal signals at the glass transition. The primary
results presented in this thesis are from Charpy impact, quasi-static SENB, and
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DSC experiments. In addition, a large number of experiments were performed
with DMA and TMDSC, but are only presented briefly in this thesis.
The results obtained from Charpy impact, quasi-static SENB, DSC, DMA, and
TMDSC experiments performed on PC samples are the first results for PC at large
plastic flow combined with physical aging. The entire experimental set included
various amounts of plastic compression up to 50 % followed by physical aging at
elevated temperatures up to 135 °C for various amounts of time up to 6000 hours.
Two similar PC sources were used for the experiments. These sources were 1 in
(25.4 mm) cylindrical rods and 1
2
in (12.7 mm) sheets, both made from PC with the
trade name Lexan from Sabic Innovative Plastics. The cylindrical rods were used
for DSC and DMA experiments while the sheets were used for Charpy impact,
quasi-static SENB, and for additional DMA experiments. The sheets and cylindri-
cal rods were prepared for experiments with different thermal pretreatments. The
cylindrical rods were thermally pretreated by having them annealed above the glass
transition temperature in order to erase the thermal history and remove any inter-
nal stresses. The sheets were not thermally pretreated and were tested as-received.
With the exception of the thermal pretreatment, the sheets and cylindrical rods
were prepared (compressed and aged) for experiments in a similar manner.
Charpy impact and quasi-static SENB fracture tests were performed on approx-
imately 100 and 50 PC samples, respectively. These samples were prepared with
approximately 0 %, 25 %, or 50 % plastic compression followed by aging at 125 °C
for 0, 20, 50, 100, or 300 hours. These samples were obtained from PC sheets which
were not thermally pretreated before compression and aging.
DSC tests were performed on approximately 125 PC samples prepared with ap-
proximately 0 %, 15 %, 25 %, 35 %, or 40 % plastic compression followed by aging
at 105 °C (0, 300, 700, 1500, 3000, or 6000 hours), 125 °C (0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100,
300, or 700 hours), or 135 °C (0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, or 300 hours). These sam-
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ples were obtained from cylindrical PC rods which were thermally pretreated before
compression and aging.
TMDSC tests were performed on approximately 45 PC samples prepared with
approximately 0 %, 15 %, 25 %, 35 %, or 40 % plastic compression followed by aging
at 125 °C for 0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, or 300 hours. Similar to the DSC samples,
the TMDSC samples were obtained from cylindrical PC rods which were thermally
pretreated before compression and aging.
DMA tests were performed on approximately 40 PC samples prepared with ap-
proximately 0 %, 25 %, or 40 % plastic compression followed by aging at 105 °C (0,
300, 700, 1500, 3000, or 6000 hours) or 125 °C (0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, or 300 hours).
These samples were obtained from cylindrical PC rods which were thermally pre-
treated before compression and aging in order to erase any previous thermal his-
tory and remove any internal stresses. In addition to the samples obtained from
the cylindrical rods, 5 tests were performed on PC samples obtained from unaged
compressed sheets (0 %, 25 % TT, 25 % TA, 50 % TT, and 50 % TA). Since these sam-
ples were obtained from the parts of fractured SENB samples, these samples were
not thermally pretreated before compression and aging.
8.2 Results
Results were obtained from Charpy impact, quasi-static SENB, DSC, DMA, and
TMDSC experiments. These results are detailed in their respective chapters and
will be briefly discussed here. The DMA and TMDSC results are not discussed
here.
8.2.1 Charpy Impact Test Results
It was observed, as expected, that plastic flow without physical aging increased
the absorbed energy in impact. There was a clear transition from brittle to duc-
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tile fracture in PC at about 70 kJ/m2, both in the samples cut in the TA and TT
orientations.
Over the entire range of aging times up to 300 hours, there was no substantial
change in the absorbed impact energy for the plastically undeformed samples and
the samples plasticly deformed to approximately 50 % strain. For the 50 % plastic
compression it is expected that there might be be an observed change in the impact
energy for aging times over 300 hours.
There was a clearly observed drop in the energy dissipated in the impact for
the samples plastically deformed to 25 % and then thermally aged. This was ob-
served in both samples cut in the TA and TT orientations, but they did not occur
at the same aging time. This possibly indicates that aging occurs anisotropically
after plastic deformation. This needs to be further studied before more definitive
statements can be made, but is an indication that there might be an aging event
that also occurs in the 50 % compressed samples, but at an aging time longer than
300 hours.
8.2.2 Quasi-Static SENB Test Results
Since for each plastic deformation and aging time only two samples were tested,
the results are not statistically conclusive, but provide an initial picture of the ef-
fects of plastic compression followed by physical aging.
In general, it was found that the fracture toughness of compressed samples
increases for the TA orientation and either remained constant or decreased for the
TT orientation.
The characteristics of the point of maximum load seemed to be strongly related
to both the initial plastic deformation and on the extent of physical aging. This was
true for both samples cut in the TA and TT orientations. On the other hand, the
energy up to the point of failure seemed to be less affected by the aging, but with a
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substantial drop in the first 20 hours of aging for samples cut in the TT orientation.
8.2.3 DSC Test Results
Analysis of the data shows that physical aging of plastically compressed PC has
a similar effect on the enthalpy peak as physical aging has on uncompressed PC.
As the aging time increases, the glass-transition temperature and maximum heat
flow increase. The plastic compression has two effects on the glass transition. For
samples with relatively little aging, the enthalpy peaks of plastically compressed
samples are suppressed, but for long aging times, the enthalpy peaks of plastically
compressed samples are larger than the uncompressed samples.
In general, δH increases with physical aging. For short aging times, δH decreases
with increases in the plastic compression; however, this evolution becomes less
clear as the aging time increases and cannot be seen after 2 hours of aging at 125°C.
In general, TQmax increases at longer aging times. There is no visible evolution of
TQmax with plastic compression. In general, T ′f decreases with longer aging times.
There is a weak trend that the limiting fictive temperature T ′f increases with plastic
compression.
8.3 Future Work
This thesis is the beginning stage of an ongoing research study on PC. This work
developed the experimental setups and produced preliminary results as a template
for future work. Several possible future works are listed below.
8.3.1 Existing Samples
A number of samples with different extents of plastic deformation are already pre-
pared and can be used to further study the response. These existing compressed
samples need to be aged and then machined into samples before testing. One
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should investigate the two ductile-to-brittle transitions observed in Charpy impact
tests for 25 % compressed samples cut in the TT orientation.
8.3.2 Correction of DMA results
The DMA results need to be corrected by changing the geometry factor. A substan-
tial error exists in these results due to inaccurate geometry factors which were the
results of poorly machined and warped samples. The original tests with the bad
geometry factors can be corrected by introducing new geometry factors using the
experiments on well-machined samples that have been done already. Adjusting
the original tests to match to correct test results at 24C should make all these tests
ready for comparative analysis.
8.3.3 Verification of Current Experimental Results
The amount of time needed to produce samples for testing is much greater than the
amount of time needed to test and analyze the experimental data. Hence, many
of the results presented in this thesis do not have the robustness of having many
duplicate tests for a statistical analysis. One possible future work would be to du-
plicate some of the tests which showed high uncertainty. For example, the failure
modes were different for some duplicate quasi-static SENB tests (in some cases,
two duplicate samples had different failure modes, brittle and ductile). This in-
duced a large uncertainty in the analysis of the data. More testing under the same
conditions could statistically reduce the uncertainty in the analysis.
8.3.4 Data Analysis
An essential future work is the detailed analysis of the data to obtain meaningful
results. Although this thesis developed the experimental setups and protocols in
detail and produced preliminary results, there is a definite lack of analysis of the
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experimental data. Much future work should be devoted to developing useful
analyses of the experimental data, the most complicated of which is the quasi-
static SENB fracture tests.
8.3.5 Tensile Yielding Tests
Using the fractured SENB samples, it is possible to perform yielding tests in ten-
sion. These tests can provide the modulus, yield stress, and yielding behavior of
PC which has been compressed and aged. The results from the tensile tests can be
used in the fracture analysis. These tests are easy, short, require little preparation,
and provide important material properties.
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9 Appendix
9.1 Detailed SENB and DSC/TMDSC Sample Preparation
The instructions for machining SENB and DSC samples are detailed below. The
SENB samples were used for both Charpy impact and quasi-static SENB tests.
9.1.1 SENB Sample Machining Procedure
The equipment used to prepare the SENB samples were a milling machine, end-
mill, circular saw, and band saw. The milling machine used was a green milling
machine in the UR machine shop at the Madrillet sciences building. A 25 mm di-
ameter endmill was used with the milling machine at 800 rpm and 162 turn/min
table speed. A circular saw (Struers 370SA, D = 125 mm, T = 0.6 mm) was used
with the milling machine at 135 rpm in the reverse direction and 106 turn/min table
speed. Lubrication was used in either of two cases: when the material was heated
above 90 °C or when the cut surface was white or rough. If lubrication was not
used when needed, the sample became curved, which might include a change in
the internal stresses and physical aging near the surface.
For aging times longer than 100 hours, aging was performed before machining
to rough dimensions. Otherwise, the samples were machined to rough dimensions
before aging in order to increase the surface area for heat transfer, which reduced
the amount of time needed for heating and cooling.
Procedure used for machining SENB samples to rough dimensions:
1. Cut the length to 80 mm using a band saw.
2. Cut the sample to a rectangular cross-section using an endmill.
3. Determine the desired sample orientation (TA or TT as in Figure 9) and cut
the bar into pieces with equal thicknesses and minimum dimensions 5 mm x
11 mm x 80 mm (T x W x L) using the milling machine with a circular saw.
Cut through the entire sample in one pass. Advance the saw with the blade
spinning in the reverse direction to get a straight cut.
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4. If the sample from Step 3 deviates in thickness (5 mm dimension) by more
than 0.4 mm, you must machine the sample thickness with an endmill to be
flat and parallel to within 0.4 mm. If this step is not performed when needed,
you will not be able to get a uniform sample when machining to the final
dimensions.
Procedure used for machining SENB samples to final dimensions:
1. Remove half of the width difference ((W − 10 mm)/2) from the top. Use one
34.7 mm x 4 mm steel spacer and tighten the vise as much as possible.
2. Cut the width to 10 mm from the bottom. Use one 34.7 mm x 4 mm steel spacer
and tighten the vise as much as possible.
3. Remove half of the thickness difference ((T − 4 mm)/2) from the front. Use
one 41.3 mm x 6 mm steel spacer. Tighten the vise only enough to hold the
sample during machining; otherwise the sample will bend in the vise and
you will get a non-uniform cross-section.
4. Cut the thickness to 4 mm from the back. Use one 41.3 mm x 6 mm steel spacer.
Tighten the vise only enough to hold the sample during machining; other-
wise the sample will bend in the vise and you will get a non-uniform cross-
section.
When cutting to the final dimensions, it is faster to do each step for all of the
samples before moving on to the next step. This will save time since you will not
have to change the milling height for different samples during Steps 2 and 4. This
also will result in smaller dimensional variations between your samples.
9.1.2 DSC/TMDSC Sample Machining Procedure
The equipment used to prepare the DSC and TMDSC samples were a milling ma-
chine, lathe, precision saw, and razor blade. This procedure begins with a com-
pressed and aged cylinder and ends with small flat disks with diameter 6 mm,
thickness 0.15 mm, and approximate mass of 5 mg.
Procedure used for machining DSC/TMDSC samples:
1. Mount the cylinder into the milling machine and machine a holding area to
be used to mount the sample into the lathe.
2. Mount the cylinder into the lathe and reduce the diameter to 6 mm. Do not
heat the material.
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3. Mount the cylinder into the precision saw and remove at least 5 mm from
the end of the lathed cylinder. This material is considered waste due to its
proximity to the compression surface. This cut also makes it so the disks
from the next step will have parallel surfaces.
4. With the precision saw, make 0.15 mm thick disks.
5. Normally a small ridge remains on the sample from the sawing. Remove this
section of the disk with a razor blade. Do not try to flatten it because it will
result in bad surface contact with the pan.
9.1.3 Notching Procedure for Quasi-Static SENB Samples
The equipment used to prepare a notch in quasi-static SENB samples includes a
notching machine, milling machine, endmill, and razor blade. A notching machine
(CEAST 6816) was used to create a Charpy notch. A 2 mm endmill was used to
make two knife edges for mounting a modified Instron extensometer. A sharp
razor blade was used to make a crack tip in the material.
Procedure for machining the notch and knife edges:
1. Cut a Charpy notch to 4 mm using the hand-cranked Charpy notching ma-
chine. You can cut away up to 0.2 mm with each pass.
2. Cut the knife edges:
(a) Rotate the milling machine head to 45 ◦ and mount the 2 mm endmill.
(b) Machine the first knife edge using the dimensions shown in Figure 19.
(c) Flip the sample and machine the second knife edge as in the previous
step.
3. Use a rubber mallet to tap a sharp razor blade to a final depth of 5 mm. A jig
has been created to facilitate the razor blade tapping and is shown in Figure
50.
9.2 Phase Correction of TMDSC Data
The following procedure is used to correct the measured phase lag for TMDSC
experiments and was derived from [34]. Phase correction is used to correct for
heat transfer between the sample and the thermometer and within the sample.
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Figure 50: Jigs to facilitate sample notching and the setup of quasi-static SENB
fracture experiments.
Phase corrections has a large effect on C”, but little effect on all other signals. The
inputs are the heat capacity Cp, complex heat capacity C∗p , and heat flow phase lag
ϕ. The output is the phase-corrected heat flow phase lag ϕ0. With ϕ0 and C∗p , the
real and imaginary components of the complex heat capacity can be calculated, C ′p
and C ′′p , respectively. The oscillation frequency ω is used in the calculations but is
divided out of the procedure and ϕ0 does not depend on it. This procedure was
designed for phase correction of TMDSC data over a polymer glass transition and
the procedure will use terms only applicable to a glass transition. For the DSC
2920, the heat flow signal must be negated for phase correction.
Procedure for the phase correction of TMDSC data [34]:
1. Calculate R from ∆ϕ = ω ∗R ∗∆Cp, where R is the thermal resistance of the
heat flow path between the sample and heater.
(a) ω is the oscillation frequency and is equal to ω = 2∗pi/p, where p is the
period of modulated temperature.
(b) ∆Cp is the change in heat capacity from the glassy to liquid-like state as
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calculated at Tg,mid.
(c) ∆ϕ is the change in the measured phase lag ϕ from the glassy to liquid-
like state as calculated at Tg,mid.
(d) R = −∆ϕ/ω∗∆Cp.
2. Calculate ϕht(T ) from ϕht(T ) = −ω ∗R ∗ Cp(T ).
3. Calculate ϕ0(T ) = ϕ(T )− ϕht(T ).
4. Perform baseline subtraction to make ϕ0 equal to 0 in the glassy and liquid-
like states.
5. Calculate C ′p = |C∗p | ∗ cos(ϕ0) and C ′′p = |C∗p | ∗ sin(ϕ0).
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